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Prosource serves as one of the largest managed service providers in the midwest,
servicing small businesses in Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, and West Virginia. The team at
Prosource partners with both Datto and Open Mesh to deliver backup, disaster recovery,
and networking solutions.

“

WITH DATTO NETWORKING,
THE FACILITY DELIVERS
STATE OF THE ART WIFI TO A
GENERATION OF PEOPLE WHO
LIKE TO BE CONNECTED AT ALL
TIMES, OFFERING THE NMLRA
AN OPPORTUNITY TO ATTRACT
MORE VISITORS TO THE EVENT
AND TO KEEP THEM COMING
BACK EACH YEAR.
Ryan Fackey
Prosource Solutions Architect

Prosource’s relationship with Open Mesh dates back to 2009 when Ryan Fackey, current
Prosource Solutions Architect was serving with the Marine Corps in in Kandahar, Afghanistan.
As he tells the story, the Marines had access to free WiFi, but the connection was often poor
and unusable. Fackey took it upon himself to purchase two Open Mesh access points and
install them in the barracks. The APs worked seamlessly, offering speedy WiFi to the Marines
in Fackey’s unit.
Upon returning to the United States and working for Prosource, Fackey recalled his positive
experience with Open Mesh and convinced the team at Prosource to bring the product line
on board. Prosource has now been reselling and managing Open Mesh products for the last
4 years.
Earlier this year, when Open Mesh was acquired by Datto, Fackey described their reaction
as being ecstatic. As a managed service provider, Prosource was very excited about the
opportunity to sell networking as a managed service with a monthly recurring revenue
stream, and strongly believed that Datto and Open Mesh were a great fit that would lead to
many new opportunities in the future. Recently, Prosource worked with the National Muzzle
Loading Rifle Association (NMLRA) to improve internet access at the facility where they host
their biannual shooting competition. The event takes place in a small town called Friendship,
Indiana and attracts thousands of attendees and hundreds of vendors each summer and fall.
For the 2017 summer competition, Prosource upgraded the existing networking equipment
with five Open Mesh MR-1750 access points installed on telephone poles throughout the
facility, and enabled bandwidth throttling, a feature that ensured no single person could
monopolize the WiFi’s available bandwidth. This feature alone improved WiFi at the event, and
garnered acclaim from happy attendees and vendors during the event.
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at www.datto.com.

In the future, Prosource will transfer the MR-1750s to Datto Networking for their MSP
clientele. They plan to add additional Datto AP60s to the deployment and will work with
the NMLRA to increase bandwidth into the facility. With Datto Networking, Fackey says the
facility delivers state of the art WiFi to a generation of people who like to be connected at
all times, offering the NMLRA an opportunity to attract more visitors the event - and to keep
them coming back each year.
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